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02:51:05 Mark Walmsley, UEA: Just a reminder for those joining us after the start.  The 

session is being recorded and we ask that folks keep muted during the presentation and use the chat 

to ask any questions to our presenters.   

03:08:50 Andrew Avery: hello! 

03:10:18 Jess Spurrell UoS: Super interesting, thanks so much! Wondering if anyone 

else's role crosses over with Public Engagement as well and if people have discovered the open 

access journal 'Research for All' which aims to have a balance of contributions from both academics 

and community organisations? (It's really good!) 

03:13:13 Andrew Avery: Great presentation both! We've just come up against the ethical 

approval timeline issue this week, unable to get formal approval in time for some focus groups with 

care leavers taking place next month. Our temporary solution is to have members from the relevant 

ethics committee do some consultation with the team running the focus groups and then apply for 

approval retrospectively. Any other exp. with ethical approval solutions would be great to hear 

03:14:37 Anna: yep 

03:14:40 Mark Walmsley, UEA: Yes 

03:32:33 Mairi McKinnon: Q. in this collaboration, who is paying for Tableau? Can the 

schools and colleges access it for free? 

03:35:18 Jemma Basham: Great presentation thank you 

03:38:48 Dickinsk: Great use of data and tableau. How have you overcome the issue of 

targeting students with protected characteristics? 

03:40:40 Dickinsk: ok thank you 

03:53:38 Mark Walmsley, UEA: Please feel free to add your questions for Dan and Greg to 

the chat throughout the presentation and I will collect these at the end of their talk. 

04:04:53 Jack Todd - Hello Future: With your activity data, what is a General HE 

Information intervention? For us, this tends to be an assembly. 

04:05:12 Greg Brown: yeah - same for us jack 

04:05:22 Jack Todd - Hello Future: Great, cheers Greg! :) 

04:06:18 Marta Almeida: On the general HE info - if you deliver a talk or workshop on how to 

apply (for example), do you not record this as General HE Info? Would be interested in what people 

class this as! 



04:07:25 Marta Almeida: The number of responses you have is impressive! How did you 

manage to get so many students respond to Wave 1 and Wave 2? Apologies if this was covered and I 

missed it.  

04:17:36 Marta Almeida: Thank you very much for your presentation, it was really interesting! 

04:18:20 Jack Todd - Hello Future: Do you have a good spread across your area, or is 

one specific part more responsive than others? 

04:18:58 Jack Todd - Hello Future: That is GREAT to hear!  

04:19:45 Jack Todd - Hello Future: Same for us Dan 

04:24:24 Greg Brown:   apologies for running over there Jack! 

04:24:37 Mark Walmsley, UEA: My fault!  

04:37:43 Rita Dattani: Love the idea, is there any follow up in y11? 

04:37:50 Miss Trott: Thank you for this interesting to hear about doing a residential with 

a skills focus rather than a HE focus. I wonder what your plan is for the future of this programme 

including inviting new students but also sustaining and continuing this with those previously 

participating? (sorry for the long question) 

04:38:08 Roisin: Q.  Thanks Jack - the outdoor sector is under pressure with covid do you 

think the working model could be day trips to centres? 

04:43:57 Miss Trott: Sounds great - really interesting. Thank you Jack. 

04:43:58 Roisin: We could do an exchange programme our kids in Luton have never been to 

lakes or countryside   

04:45:18 Greg Brown: that sounds like a cool idea - a national exchange  

04:46:17 Jack Todd - Hello Future: jack.todd@cumbria.ac.uk 

04:46:28 Roisin: Thanks Jack 

04:50:15 Mark Walmsley, UEA: We hope you can join us for the NEON Awards 2020 – taking 

place at 2pm. https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82503683705?pwd=OFljWEYzSzE2QzlycllYQlorR1V2Zz09  

Meeting ID: 825 0368 3705 

Passcode: 461986 

 

04:50:22 Rita Dattani: thanks jack 

04:50:34 Jack Todd - Hello Future: Thanks all, please do pop me an email :) 

04:50:37 Miss Trott: Thanks so much Jack. 

04:51:35 Daniel Fletcher: Thanks! 


